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Abstract—How to learn a function from observations of inputs and
noisy outputs is a fundamental problem in machine learning. Often,
an approximation of the desired function is found by minimizing
a risk functional over some function space. The space of candidate
functions should contain good approximations of the true function, but
it should also be such that the minimization of the risk functional is
computationally feasible. In this paper, finite multidimensional Fourier
series are used as candidate functions. Their impressive approximative
capabilities are illustrated by showing that Gaussian-kernel estimators
can be approximated arbitrarily well over any compact set of bandwidths
with a fixed number of Fourier coefficients. However, the solution of the
associated risk minimization problem is computationally feasible only if
the dimension d of the inputs is small because the number of required
Fourier coefficients grows exponentially with d. This problem is addressed
by using the tensor train format to model the tensor of Fourier coefficients
under a low-rank constraint. An algorithm for least-squares regression
is derived and the potential of this approach is illustrated in numerical
experiments. The computational complexity of the algorithm grows only
linearly both with the number of observations N and the input dimension
d, making it feasible also for large-scale problems.

Index Terms—Kernels, Risk Minimization, Tensor Train Format, Low-
Rank Constraints, Large-Scale Learning

I. INTRODUCTION

Many problems in machine learning can be formulated as risk
minimization problems [1], [2]. Consider an unknown function

F : Rd � X Ñ Y � R, X :� r�0.5, 0.5sd, (1)

which has been sampled at randomly chosen nodes xr1s, . . . ,xrN s
under additive noise: yris :� F pxrisq � εris. Let F denote a space
of functions mapping X to Y and let ` : Y � Y Ñ R denote a loss
function. Then, one wants to minimize the (frequentist) expected risk

Rpfq :�
»
X�Y

` pfpxq, yq dppx, yq, f P F .

Since the expected risk is often not available, in practice usually the
following regularized empirical risk is minimized:

Remppfq :� 1

N

Ņ

i�1

`pfpxrisq, yrisq � λ}f}2F , λ ¥ 0, f P F . (2)

Here, }f}F is some norm for functions in F . The term λ}f}2F is
often added in order to avoid overfitting to training data samples.
Overfitting leads to a reduced generalization capacity for new inputs
not included in the training set.

The space of Gaussian-kernel estimators equipped with the norm
of the surrounding reproducing kernel Hilbert space [3], [4]

GΣ :�
#
fpxq �

Ņ

i�1

αi e�}xris�x}2Σ : αi P R, i � 1, . . . , N

+
, (3)

}f}2GΣ
:�

Ņ

i,j�1

αiαj e�}xris�xrjs}2Σ ,
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where Σ � diagpσ1, . . . , σDq ¡ 0 is a positive-definite weighting
matrix and }x}2Σ :� xTΣx, is a popular example for a space of
approximation functions. The space GΣ is N -dimensional, which is
why the minimization of the risk (2) becomes infeasible for large-
scale data sets. In order to reduce the computational complexity,
Rahimi and Recht [5] have proposed to replace GΣ with a lower-
dimensional space that is in some sense close to GΣ. With samples
ω1, . . . ,ωD taken from a normal distribution with zero mean and
covariance

?
2Σ, and samples b1, . . . , bD taken from the uniform

distribution on r0, 2πs, they proposed to replace GΣ with [6, p. 3]

RΣ,D :�
#
fpxq �

Ḑ

i�1

αi cospωTi x� biq : αi P R, i � 1, . . . , D

+
,

}f}2RΣ,D
:�

Ḑ

i�1

α2
i e�}xris}

2
Σ .

(Function spaces of this form have already been used earlier [7], [8],
but Rahimi and Recht established the connection between the random
distribution of the weights and kernels, including approximation
guarantees.) In many large-scale learning problems, D can be chosen
much smaller than N without sacrificing performance. Another
popular approach that can be fit into this framework is based on
Nyström sampling [6], [9]. Both approaches, random Fourier features
and Nyström sampling, are randomized techniques with probabilistic
guarantees of being close to GΣ that hold for a specific, fixed Σ.
See, e.g., [5, Claim 1] or [10, Theorem 3] for examples.

In this paper, we propose finite multidimensional Fourier series
as approximation functions. We will demonstrate that finite multidi-
mensional Fourier series are well-suited for function approximation
by establishing deterministic guarantees of closeness to GΣ. In
contrast to the approaches mentioned above, these guarantees are
not restricted to a specific choice of Σ. More precisely, we show
that the span of

�
ΣPE GΣ, where E is an arbitrary compact set of

positive-definite diagonal weights, can be approximated arbitrarily
well through spaces of finite multidimensional Fourier series. As
one would expect, this strong property comes at a price. The total
number of Fourier coefficients that is needed to achieve these error
bounds grows exponentially with the dimension d of the inputs, which
seems to render numerical solution of the risk minimization problem
infeasible in this case. However, we will demonstrate that the tensor
train format [11] can be exploited to beat the curse of dimensionality
by applying a low-rank constraint to the tensor of Fourier coefficients.

The paper is structured as follows. In the next section, spaces of
finite multidimensional Fourier series are introduced and guarantees
of closeness to GΣ are established. Then, in Section III, a numerically
efficient algorithm that addresses the minimization of the risk (2) with
quadratic loss based on low-rank constraints for the tensor of Fourier
coefficients is presented. Numerical experiments are presented after-
wards in Section IV. The paper is finally concluded in Section V.



II. UNIFORM APPROXIMATION OF GAUSSIAN-KERNEL

ESTIMATORS THROUGH MULTIDIMENSIONAL FOURIER SERIES

In this section, first spaces of finite multidimensional Fourier series
are introduced. Then, guarantees of closeness between these spaces
and the span of

�
ΣPE GΣ are derived.

Let x P X denote an input, and define the index set

I :�
!
�m

2
,�m

2
� 1, . . . ,

m

2
� 1

)
, m P 2N.

Then, the tensor Fourier feature associated with x is given by

Dpxq :� rdlpxqslPId , dlpxq :� e2π i lT x{p .

The number of indices per dimension m P 2N and the scaling factor
p ¥ 1 are two fixed parameters that have to be chosen a priori. We
propose to use finite multidimensional Fourier series

fpxq �
¸

lPId
cld̄lpxq �: JC,DpxqK, (4)

where J�, �K is the tensor dot product and C � rclslPId is a parameter
tensor, for risk minimization. The space of all such functions is

Tm,p :�
!
fpxq � JC,DpxqK : C � rclslPId P C�di�1m

)
. (5)

Using the multidimensional Fourier series of the indicator function
IX of X [12, Ch. 8.1], we find that the quadratic norm satisfies

}f}2Tm,p :�
»
X
fpxqf̄pxqdx �

¸
l,kPId

clc̄k

»
Rd

e�2π ipk�lqT x{p

� IX pxqdx �
¸

l,kPId
clc̄k

d¹
i�1

sinc

�
ki � li
p



. (6)

The following proposition demonstrates that Tm,p provides arbi-
trarily good approximations of whole families of Gaussian kernels if
the parameters m and p are chosen large enough.

Proposition 1. Let ε ¡ 0 and 0   σ ¤ σ̄. Furthermore, denote the
set of all Σ � diagpσ1, . . . , σdq such that σi P rσ, σ̄s for all i by
rσI, σ̄Is. Then, there exist parameters m and p such that for each
Σ P rσI, σ̄Is there is a function fΣ P Tm,p that satisfies

sup
x,yPX

| e�}x�y}2Σ �fΣpx� yq| ¤ ε. (7)

Proof: Please see the appendix.
The next corollary extends this result to linear combinations of

Gaussians and arbitrary compacts sets of weight matrices.

Corollary 2. Let ε ¡ 0 and let E � Rd�d denote a compact
set of diagonal positive-definite weight matrices. Then, there exist
parameters m and p such that for any finite linear combination

gpxq �
M̧

j�1

βj

Ņ

i�1

αi,j e
�}xris�x}2Σj , αi,j , βj P R, Σj P E ,

of elements in
�

ΣPE GΣ, there exists a function f P Tm,p that
approximates the function g up to the following error:

sup
xPX

|gpxq � fpxq| ¤ ε
M̧

j�1

Ņ

i�1

|αi,j ||βj |. (8)

Proof: Since all elements in E are positive-definite and E is
compact, there exist 0   σ ¤ σ̄ such that E � rσI, σ̄Is. Proposition
1 thus shows that there are m and p such that, for all i and j,

Dfi,j P Tm,p : sup
xPX

| e�}xris�x}2Σj �fi,jpxris � xq| ¤ ε. (9)

The function f :� °M
j�1 βj

°N
i�1 αi,jfi,j belongs to Tm,p because

Tm,p forms a vector space. The claim now follows using (9) after
the triangle inequality has been applied to |gpxq � fpxq|.

III. BREAKING THE CURSE OF DIMENSIONALITY

The dimension of the spaces Tm,p defined in (5) corresponds to
the number of coefficients in the tensor C, which is |Id| � md. The
minimization of the risk (2) for F � Tm,p is therefore not feasible for
high-dimensional inputs. However, motivated by the success of low-
rank approximation in the matrix case, in this section an algorithm
that addresses the minimization of the risk (2) for the quadratic loss
`px, yq :� |x�y|2 under a rank-constraint with respect to the tensor
train format is proposed. Tensor trains have recently attracted much
attention [13] because they combine the advantages of the canonical
tensor format (no curse of dimensionality) and the Tucker tensor
format (reliable numerical algorithms) [11], [14], [15].

A. Functions In Tm,p With Low-Rank Coefficient Tensors

A tensor C � rclslPId is said to be a tensor train of rank at most
r if, for any l � rl1, . . . , ldsT P Id, there exist matrices1

G1pl1q P C1�r, G2pl2q, . . . ,Gd�1pld�1q P Cr�r, Gpldq P Cr�1

such that cl � G1pl1q � � � � �Gdpldq [11]. We denote the set of all
such tensor trains by Trm. The corresponding subset of Tm,p is

T r
m,p :� tfpxq � JC,DpxqK : C P Trmu .

At this point, note that Dpxq is a tensor train of rank one because
dlpxq � e2π i l1x1{p� � � � � e2π i ldxd{p. The next lemma thus shows
how functions in T r

m,p can be evaluated efficiently.

Lemma 3 (In part from [11], p. 2309). Consider two tensor trains

C � rclslPId P Trm,p, cl � G1pl1q � � � � �Gdpldq, (10)

Z � rzlslPId P T1
m,p, zl � z1pl1q � � � � � zdpldq,

and define matrices ΓkpZq :� °
lPI Gkplqz̄kplq,

LkpZq :�
#

Γ1pZq � � � � � Γk�1pZq , k ¡ 1

1 , k � 1
,

RkpZq :�
#

Γk�1pZq � � � � � ΓdpZq , k   d

1 , k � d
,

HkpZq :�
$&
%
�
z̄kp�m

2
q . . . z̄kpm2 � 1q

�
b Ir , k ¡ 1�

z̄kp�m
2
q . . . z̄kpm2 � 1q

�
, k � 1

,

GL
k :� � Gkp�m

2
qT . . . Gkpm2 � 1qT �T

, (11)

where b denotes the Kronecker product [16] and Ir denotes the
r�r identity matrix. Then, with vecp�q being the operator that maps
matrices to vectors by stacking their columns,

JC,ZK �
�
RT
k pZq b LkpZqHkpZq

	
vecpGL

k q. (12)

Proof: By definition, Γk � HkG
L
k . The Kronecker product

has the well-known property that AXB � C for arbitrary ma-
trices A,B,C and X of compatible dimensions if and only if
pBT bAq vecpXq � vecpCq [16]. Thus, with B � Ir , one obtains
vecpΓkq � pIr bHkq vecpGL

k q. We find that

JC,ZK �
¸
l1PI

� � �
¸
ldPI

G1pl1qz̄1pl1q � � � � �Gdpldqz̄dpldq

1The definition of a tensor train given here has been simplified [11].



�Γ1 � � � � � Γd � LkΓkRk �
�
RT
k b Lk

	
vecpΓkq

�
�
RT
k b Lk

	
pIr bHkq vecpGL

k q � RHS of (12).

The norm of a function in T r
m,p can be computed as follows.

Lemma 4. Let C be a tensor train as in (10), and let Ak and Bk

denote matrices that satisfy (14) and (15) on top of the next page.
Furthermore, let S be such that S�S � rsincp l�s

p
qsl,sPI . Then, with

GL
k as in (11), the norm of fpxq � JC,DpxqK is given by

}f}2Tm,p �
����AT

k b SbBk

	
vecpGL

k q
���2 . (13)

Proof: Using (6) and [17, p. 294], one obtains

}f}2 � tr
! ¸
l1,s1PI

� � �
¸

ld,sdPI
Gdpsdq� � � � � �G1ps1q�

�G1pl1q � � � � �Gdpldq
d¹
i�1

sinc

�
si � li
p


)

� tr
! ¸
lk,skPI

A�
kGkpskq�B�

kBkGkplkqAk sinc

�
sk � lk
p


)

� tr
! ¸
sPI

A�
kGkpsq�

¸
lPI

sinc

�
s� l

p



B�
kBkGkplqAk

)

� tr
!
A�
k pGL

k q�
�
S�SbB�

kBk

�
GL
kAk

)
�
���pSbBkqGL

kAk

���2
F
� RHS of (13).

Remark 5. The matrix rsincp l�s
p
qsl,s is positive semi-definite by (6).

Remark 6. The matrices Γ1, . . . ,Γd in Lemma 3 can be computed
using Opdmr2q floating point operations (flops). Forming Lk and
Rk then takes Opdr2q flops because Γ1 and Γd are vectors. The
computation of Ak and Bk in Lemma 4 requires Opdm2r3q flops.

B. Risk Minimization Over Low-rank Coefficient Tensors

The risk (2) is in general not convex over F � T r
m,p. We propose

to use an alternating least squares approach as in [14] and [15] to
find a local minimum. For the quadratic loss `px, yq � |x� y|2, the
risk (2) can be rewritten as follows. Let fpxq � JC,DpxqK, where
the coefficient tensor train C � rcls is given by cl � G1pl1q� � � ��
Gdpldq. Then, for any k and with Zi :� Dpxrisq, the Lemmas 3
and 4 show that the risk can be written as

Remppfq � 1

N

Ņ

j�1

|yrjs � JC,DpxrjsqK|2 � λ}f}2Tm,p �
1

N
�

���������

�
����

yr1s
...

yrN s
0

�
�����

�
����

RkpZ1qT b LkpZ1qHkpZ1q
...

RkpZN qT b LkpZN qHkpZN q?
NλAT

k b SbBk

�
���� vecpGL

k q

���������

2

.

(16)

The size of the coefficient matrix in (16) is pN � mr2q � mr2

for k � 1, d. Thus, a single core tGkplqulPI of the tensor C can
be updated by solving the linear least squares problem to minimize
(16). In the alternating least squares approach, the cores are updated
sequentially. In one iteration of the algorithm, first G1 is updated by
minimizing (16), then G2 is updated in the same way, etc., until Gd

has been updated. The iterations are repeated until convergence.
An important implementation detail arises because the representa-

tion cl � G1pl1q�� � ��Gdpldq of a tensor train is highly non-unique.
To avoid numerical problems, the tensor train should be stored using a
canonical representation. A representation cl � G1pl1q�� � ��Gdpldq

Algorithm 1 Alternating minimization of Remp for F � T r
m,p

Input: Left-orthonormal initial guess cl � G1pl1q � � � � �Gdpldq
Repeat until convergence:
for k � 1, . . . , d:

 Compute tLkpZiquNi�1, tRkpZiquNi�1, Ak and Bk

 Update tGkplqulPI by minimizing (16) and using (11)
 If k   d: orthonormalize tGkplqulPI

is left-orthonormal, if the left-unfolding GL
k defined in (11) of each

but the last core has orthonormal rows (or columns). A common
approach to ensure that the tensor train is left-orthonormal after each
iteration is to use a QR factorization to make the updated core left-
orthonormal by replacing its left-unfolding with Q. The tensor train
remains the same if the non-orthonormal part that corresponds to R is
shifted into the next core. However, since that core will be overwritten
in the next step, this is not necessary. The left-unfolding GL

k can
instead be directly orthonormalized using, e.g., the modified Gram-
Schmidt method. Algorithm 1 provides an overview of the procedure.

Remark 7. Algorithm 1 converges locally around a local minimum if
the Hessian of this minimum has maximal rank [15, Corollary 2.9].

Remark 8. The minimization of (16) in a least-squares sense re-
quires OppN � mr2qm2r4q flops using standard techniques. The
orthonormalization of a core requires Opmr3q flops. Remark 6
implies that forming the coefficient matrix in (16) in general requires
OpdpN �mrqmr2q flops. In Algorithm 1 however, where the cores
are updated sequentially, it is possible to do this more efficiently.
The matrices Lk can be updated as Lk � Lk�1Γk�1. The matrices
R1, . . . ,Rd can be efficiently precomputed at the beginning of each
iteration (when k � 1) using the formula Rj�1 � ΓjRj because
the Rk�1, . . . ,Rd are independent of Γk. A similar strategy may
be used to cope with the regularization matrices Ak and Bk. In this
way, the costs of finding the coefficient matrix in (16) can be reduced
to OppN�mrqmr2q flops. Then, the total cost of updating one core
is OppN �mr2qm2r4q flops, and a complete iteration in Algorithm
1 can be carried out using only OpdpN �mr2qm2r4q flops.

IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS

Setup: We have benchmarked Algorithm 1 for minimizing (2) with
F � T r

m,p and `px, yq � |x � y|2 against standard kernel ridge
regression [21] (KRR, F � GΣ) and random Fourier features (RFF,
F � RΣ,Dq for several data sets that have been downloaded from
[22]. Each data set has first been been randomly permuted and then
partitioned into a training data set (70% of the data) and a testing data
set (30% of the data). Parameters which are not given in Figure 1 have
been chosen by performing a grid search. Each combination of the
parameters was evaluated by performing a 5-fold cross validation on
the training data. The predictors with respect to the best parameters
were then trained on the training data and evaluated on the test data.
The reported errors are average values taken over 10 experiments.

Implementation Details: The inputs xr1s, . . . ,xrN s have been
rescaled (all with the same scalar) such that xr1s, . . . ,xrN s P X with
X as in (1). Uniform weights Σ � σI have been used in order to keep
the grid search feasible. The dimension of the random Fourier features
was chosen equal to the number of floats needed to store the tensor
train used in Algorithm 1: D � 2mr � pd� 2qmr2. When random
initializations were used (Alg. 1 and RFF), three different initializa-
tions have been evaluated and the one with the smallest training error
was used. Algorithm 1 always performed 10 iterations. The source
code is available online at http://bitbucket.com/wahls/mdfourier.



AkA
�
k �

¸
lk�1,sk�1PI

Gk�1plk�1q
�
� � �
� ¸
ld,sdPI

GdpldqGdpsdq� sinc

�
sd � ld
p


�
� � �
�

Gk�1psk�1q� sinc

�
sk�1 � lk�1

p



, (14)

B�
kBk �

¸
lk�1,sk�1PI

Gk�1psk�1q�
�
� � �
� ¸
l1,s1PI

G1ps1q�G1pl1q sinc

�
s1 � l1
p


�
� � �
�

Gk�1plk�1q sinc

�
sk�1 � lk�1

p



. (15)

Alg. 1 KRR RFF
data set N d Test err. CV err. m r Test err. CV err. Test err. CV err. D

airfoil [18] 1503 5 0.03 0.03 12 2 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.03 192

yacht [19] 308 6 0.06 0.05 6 1 0.04 0.05 0.26 0.25 36

concrete [20] 1030 8 0.15 0.14 8 3 0.15 0.15 0.16 0.16 480

Figure 1. Test and cross-validation errors }y� ŷ}{}y}. The vector y contains the stacked outputs, ŷ predicted values. Algorithm 1 performs very close to
kernel ridge regression (KRR) and better than random Fourier features with the same amount of memory (RFF) on all three data sets.

Results: The results are reported in Figure 1. Algorithm 1 has been
able to perform similarly to kernel ridge regression with less resources
(D floats instead of N ) on all three data sets. Algorithm 1 performed
better than random Fourier features that have been provided the same
amount of memory in all cases. On the airfoil and yacht data sets, the
test error could be reduced significantly by a factor of three and five,
respectively. The high average test error for random Fourier features
on the airfoil data set was caused by a single experiment (out of ten).

V. CONCLUSION

The numerical experiments have confirmed the approximative
capabilities of multidimensional Fourier series even if a low-rank
constraint is placed on the tensor of Fourier coefficients. The pro-
posed algorithm performs as well as kernel ridge regression and better
than random Fourier features – often significantly – while having low
computational costs. An improved alternating least squares method
as in [14] that adapts the dimensions of the cores of the tensor train
during the iterations would be an interesting topic for future research.

APPENDIX: PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1

Lemma 9 ([23]). Let m P 2N, p ¥ 1, σ ¡ 0, and define

E1pp, σq :� 2 e�
σp2p�1q2

4

�
1� 1

σpp2p�1q

	
and E2pm, p, σq :�

?
π

p
?
σ

e
�m2π2

4p2σ

�
1� 2σp2

mπ2

	
. Then, with blpp, σq :�

?
π

p
?
σ

e�l
2π2{pσp2q,

sup
xPR
|x|¤ 1

2

| e�σx2 �°m
2
�1

l��m
2
blpp, σq e�2π i lx{p | ¤ E1 � E2.

Lemma 10. Let ε ¡ 0 and 0   σ ¤ σ̄. Then, there are m and p s.t.

@σ P rσ, σ̄s : sup
xPR
|x|¤ 1

2

| e�σx2 �°m
2
�1

l��m
2
blpp, σq e�2π i lx{p | ¤ ε.

Proof: First, choose p ¥ 1 large enough such that
supσPrσ,σ̄s exp

��σp2p� 1q2{4� � exp
��σp2p� 1q2{4� ¤ ε

8
and

supσPrσ,σ̄s 1{pσpp2p� 1qq � 1{pσpp2p� 1qq ¤ 1. Then,

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

E1pp, σq ¤
�

2 sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

e�
σp2p�1q2

4

�

�
�

1� sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

1

σpp2p� 1q

�
� ε

2
. (17)

Next, choose m ¡ 0 large enough such that

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

e
�m2π2

4p2σ � e
�m2π2

4p2σ̄ ¤ ε

4

c
σ

π
,

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

?
π

p
?
σ

�
1� 2σp2

mπ2



¤ sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

?
π?
σ

�
1� 2σp2

mπ2




¤
c
π

σ

�
1� 2σ̄p2

mπ2



¤ 2

c
π

σ
;

ùñ sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

E2pm, p, σq ¤
�

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

e
�m2π2

4p2σ

�

�
�

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

?
π

p
?
σ

�
1� 2σp2

mπ2


�
� ε

2
.

(18)

The claim now follows from Lemma 9, (17) and (18):

sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

sup
xPR
|x|¤ 1

2

| e�σx2 �°m
2
�1

l��m
2
bl e�2π i lx{p |

¤ sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

E1pp, σq � sup
σPrσ,σ̄s

E2pm, p, σq ¤ ε

2
� ε

2
.

Proof of Proposition 1: Since any rescaling of the inputs can
be compensated by changing Σ, we assume X � r� 1

4
, 1

4
sd during

this proof without loss of generality. We only discuss the case d � 2.
Lemma 10 shows that there are m and p such that the functions

gσpxq :� °m
2
�1

l��m
2
blpp, σq e2π i lx{p satisfy

@σ P rσ, σ̄s : sup
|x|,|y|¤ 1

4

| e�σpx�yq2 �gσpx� yq| ¤ ?
ε{2. (19)

Let us fix an arbitrary Σ � diagpσ1, σ2q P rσI, σ̄Is. We set CΣ :�
rbl1pp, σ1qbl2pp, σ2qsl�rl1,l2sT PI2 , and define a function fΣ P Tm,p
by fΣpxq :� JCΣ,DpxqK. This function is a product of two gσ:

fΣpxq �
°

lPI2bl1bl2 e2π i lT x{p �
�°m

2
�1

l1��m2
bl1 e2π i l1x1{p

	
�
�°m

2
�1

l2��m2
bl2 e2π i l2x2{p

	
� gσ1px1qgσ2px2q.

Let us now fix arbitrary x,y P X , and define eipx,y,Σq :�
e�σipxi�yiq

2 �gσipxi � yiq. Note that |ei| ¤ ?
ε{2 by (19). The

claim (7) now follows from���e�}x�y}2Σ �fΣpx� yq
���

�
���e�σ1px1�y1q2 e�σ2px2�y2q2 �gσ1px1 � y1qgσ2px2 � y2q

���
�
���e�σ1px1�y1q2 e2 � e1 e�σ2px2�y2q2 �e1e2

���
¤ | e�σ1px1�y1q2 e2| � |e1 e�σ2px2�y2q2 | � |e1e2|
¤ |e1| � |e1e2| � |e2| ¤ p|e1| � |e2|q2 ¤ p2?ε{2q2 � ε.
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